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ABSTRACT

Protein sequence identífication by mass spectrometric (MS) peptíde mapping ís

an împortant tool in proteomícs research. This method of proteín identification has

become the tool of choice for identification of unlcnown proteins. Challenges exíst ín

improving the performance of these proteín database searches. Many search engines

exíst, both public and proprietary. Underþing algoríthms are often dffirent in many

ways. Improving these powerful tools consists mostþ of developing algorithms to provide

accurate and unambiguous protein matches, as well as to accountfor various protein and

peptíde modificatíons that can occur in experimental work. One specific area that ís

beíng investígated ís the coding of more complex algorithms to eliminate false results ín

protein database searches due to coincídence mntchíng. It ís often the case that multiple

matches may be returned in a single search.

A method is developed of performing many Monte Carlo simulatíons of protein

database searches while iterating through various search parameters. The number of

false matches returned ìs recorded in each case, and the 'parameter space' of protein

database searches is mapped out. By examíning the parameter space, one can

investigate how the occutrences of false matches are conelated with search parameters,

and ultimateþ learn how to improve protein database search algorithms.

Certaìn combinations of search parameter restrictions were foun"d to reduce and

eliminate false mntches. The most important of these parameters is the number of

required peptide matches, with a [0-fold reduction ín false matches per monotonic

increase of rpm. 4 ,p^ eliminates false mntches at 20ppm, 5 rpm at 35ppm, and 6ppm at
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75 ppm. False matches vary wíth mass accuracy is a sigmoid fashion, with 0 false

matches at Oppnu 1þlse match at Sppm and increasing to T0false matches at 100ppm.
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Chapter 1

Bioinformatics

1.1 A short introduction

In 1857, Gregor Mendel performed an experiment involving thousands of pea

plants and started the field of genetics. During the 20ú century, research in genetics

increased and microscope technology offered tantalizing looks at the microbiological

world. In the early 1900's it was becoming accepted that the long strings of nucleic acids

and protein contained within the nucleus, called chromosomes, were the storage units of

hereditary information. In 1953, Watson and Crick developed a correct three-dimensional

model of the DNA molecule [12].

At present, there is a basic understanding of how genes code for proteins. It is

known that certain combinations of nucleic acids code for certain amino acids. Strings of

these amino acids form proteins. There exists a rule set that dictates how nucleic acids

translate to proteins, which scientists have not as yet fully explored.

Every cell in the human body contains 46 chromosomes, containing

approximately 30,000 g"nest. These genes contain about 3.2 billion nucleotide base

t A gene is a hereditary unit consisting of a sequence of DNA that occupies a specific location on a
chromosome and determines a particular characteristic in an organism.
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pairs2. A means of collecting, storing, sorting, categorizing, and correlating this

information is needed if it is to be useful for data mining and information retrieval.

Information technology and data mining techniques have been developed with the

goal of analyzing raw biological data such as the peptide masses obtained by mass

spectrometry of biomolecules. There is a substantial interest in sequencing both the

genome and proteome of various organisms. While genetics has existed for over a

century proteomics - the sub-field of analysis and characterization of proteins, has

recently received substantial growth. The goal of research in both fields is improved

diagnosis, understanding, and treatment of disease as well as the understanding of

biological systems. Looking for patterns in the sequencing information allows better drug

development.

The need to assemble and correlate a wealth of biological data requires the

development of computational tools. The use of computers in solving biological

information problems is called Bioinformatics. Bioinformatics is a curious melding of

computer science and biology, and in the past has called computational biology.

Bioinformatics serves the scientific community by allowing scientists to use

computational tools such as to:

1. Discover Normal Biological Processes

2. Understand abnormal Biological Processes

3. Facilitate Drug Discovery

Examples of the use of bioinformatics include database construction and management as

well as 3-D modeling of biomolecules.

Bioinformatics enables accurate and efficient mapping of the genome and proteome.

2 The pair of nitrogenous bases, consisting of a purine linked by hydrogen bonds to a
pyrimidine, that connects the complementary strands of DNA or of hybrid molecules
joining DNA and RNA. The base pairs are adenine-thymine and guanine-cytosine.
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The proteome is the end result of the genome expression process. Activity and

development in bioinformatics occurs both in the public and private sectors, developing

both public and proprietary software tools to assist scientists in analyzing the data they

have collected.

1.2 Nucleotide and Protein Databases

In 1982 nucleotide sequence databases were introduced starting with EMBL, the

European Molecular Biology Laboratory [3]. BtúgI. was soon joined by and linked to

the Genbank database in the United States, hosted at the National Center for

Biotechnology Information (NCBI)[4], an¿ rhe DNA Darabase of Japan [5] (DDBJ).

During the 1990's, these database centers were collecting published sequence data and

transcribing them to computer format. The rapid growth of the EMBL/Genbank

databases is shown in fig. (1.1). Currently all databanks accept submissions.
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Figure 1.1: Growth of EMBL/Genbank

The three major databank centers agreed to a common format for exchanging sequence

information, as well as to updating each other with new submission information on a

daily basis. However, the file format that each database uses locally is slightly different.

The foundation for a working protein database goes back as early as 1965. During the

period 1965-1978 the Atlas of Protein Sequences and Stntcture,s was published under the

editorship of Margaret O. Dayhoff U3]. Dayhoff and her group worked on computer

algorithms designed to perform rudimentary tasks on a protein database, including

protein sequence comparison, homology3 studies, and detections of various sequence

characteristics.. By 1981 a rudimentary protein database as well as computer algorithms

for search and retrieval of sequence information was in place. This database was called
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the PIR database, or Protein Information Resource [1]. The database still exists today,

working in collaboration with NBRF (National Biomedical Research Foundation), The

Munich Information Center for Protein Sequences (MIPS), and the Japan International

Protein Information Database (JPID).

PIR is one of the major protein databases in the world, producing the most

comprehensive and expertly annotated database in the public domain Í241. Other

databases include the Swiss-Prot database and the structure-oriented Protein Databank

(PDB). The PIR and Swiss-Prot are curated sequence databasesa, while the PDB is a

structure database, containing a limited amount of proteins with fully mapped 3D

structural information. Presently, these protein databases derive most of their protein

sequence information from nucleotide sequences. In 1990, software was developed to

amalgamate sequence entries from PIR, Swiss-Prot, and GenBank (translation) Iibraries.

The software, which fully automated the process, would eliminate redundant and near-

redundant entries to provide fully non-redundant composite database [14]. The OWL

protein database [2] is one such example.

These three nucleotide and protein databases contain extensively

annotated(additional information above and beyond the sequence) sequence entries.

Three-databank records are illustrated in appendix A. These databanks have developed

into centers with a host of bioinformatics development activity. The protein and

nucleotide databases are constantly reviewed and updated by biologists, and tools are

constantly being developed to further data handling and ease of retrieval. Some examples

of these tools are EntrezlBLAST/ORF(open reading frame)s finder from NCBI, and

SRS(Sequence Retrieval System) being developed at the EBI.

3 Structures or traits that may have different functions in different organisms but which originated from a
cornmon ancestor.

'The databuse is actively maintained and sequence submissions are scrutinized to ensure non-redundant
entries in the database.
5 Ent et is an article search engine. BLAST is a sequence search engine. The ORF finder locates open
reading frames, which are sequence areas in genes that code for proteins.
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1.3 Database Search Engines

An enzymatic digest is a manner in which proteins can be broken down in a

controlled manner. An enzyme such as trypsin is introduced in a solution with a protein

mixture; the enzyme will break down specific amino acids bonds. Trypsin cleaves with

high specificity at the carboxyl side of lysine and arginine residues. Other enzymatic

digest agents exist such as chymotrypsin and V-8 protease, each with its own specific

pattern of cleaving. The peptide fragments can be run in a mass spectrometer to provide

a peptide mass 'fingerprint'. These peptide mass fingerprints have become the method

of choice for rapid identification of sample proteins.

Many of the scientists working in genomics and proteomics are interested in using

the tools of bioinformatics for protein identification. Consequently, a large amount of

bioinformatics development activity is concentrated on sequence identification and

retrieval [25]. Specifically, protein identification by peptide mapping using private and

public domain 'search engines' allow the identification of a protein using experimental

peptide masses. The most common type of this search is protein identification using

peptide-map fingerprint data, which postulates that a list of peptide masses obtained by

mass spectrometry or other means from an unknown protein is unique. Finding peptide

mass matches between the unknown protein and a protein within a sequence database can

identify the parent protein.

Peptide masses are best obtained by mass spectrometry. However, until about a

decade ago, mass spectrometric techniques were only useful with small biomolecules.

The main problem for MS was the necessary ionization of the sample. Older techniques

were unable to ionize peptides and samples containing nucleic acids without fragmenting

the sample. However, within the last decade, so-called "soft" ionization techniques were

6
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developed to overcome this problem. Specifically, the development of techniques such

as Matrix-Assisted Laser Desorption and Ionization (MALDD[18][19] and ElectroSpray

Ionization (ESI)t20] permitted the use of mass spectrometric analysis to a large range of

peptides. Using such ionization techniques coupled to a good mass spectrometer (ESI-

MS and MALDI-MS), one can confidently obtain a set of high accuracy peptide masses.

Proper identification requires that the unknown protein data come from an

organism with a sequenced genome. Most of today's protein databases contain annotated

entries of tens of thousands of proteins from many organisms. These databases contain

complete molecular weight information of proteins as well as a calculated molecular

peptide map. Protein database searches use these maps to enable identification of

experimental unknown peptide maps. Protein database search engines are available on

the intemet (Profound/lvlS-TAG/tr4OWSE)6. There are also software packages available

to run searches on local protein databases.

Experimenters typically have success when mapping simple protein samples

belonging to highly sequenced genomes. However, in cases where no clear match is

found, such as is found when mapping against a complicated partially sequenced genome,

more experimental information is required.

In the event of ambiguous or otherwise problematic identifications, tandem

mass spectrometry (MS^4S) is usually the next step. Certain peptides are isolated and

fragmented into smaller peptides. Protein databases can predict the masses of fragment

ions; typically, the masses of all possible fragments are calculated and compared to the

experiment al data. A score is then calculated. Other MS/I{S methods are being

developed to reduce the problems with MS/lvfS as well as increasing the throughput. [28]

Typically, identification of a protein follows these steps:

6 -ProFound (dev. By Proteometrics): http://prowl.rockefeller.edu/cgi-binÆroFound
-MS-TAG (dev. By UCSF): http://prospector.ucsf.edu/
MOWSE (dev. By UK HGMP): http://www.hgmp.rffc.ac.uk/BioinformaticsÆVebapp/mowse/
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1. Separation of a protein mixture using lD or 2D electrophoresis

2. Performing an enzymatic digest on a protein of interest (an enzyme such as

trypsin will cut proteins into peptides at known locations)

3. Ascertaining the mass of the tryptic fragments by mass spectrometry

4. Comparing to protein database sequences.

5. Performing MS/I4S in the event of an ambiguous match

The process is illustrated in figure (1.2). Once the mixture is separated each

separate band is cut out and its corresponding protein identified.

Additional specificity can be obtained by sorting the matches based on

additional parameters. Some of these include:

. Protein isoelectric point (estimated from a 2-D gel)

Protein molecular mass (estimated from a2-D gel or by MS)

. Species of origin of the protein

. Protein amino acid composition

. Protein sequence data (sequence tag)
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Figure 1.2: Identification of unknown proteins in a mixture

There are several ways that algorithms calculate the resultant matches and

scores associated with those matches. Early algorithms calculated a score based directly

on the number of matching peptides (peptide masses that match within a certain

predefined uncertainty). Current algorithms use many different kinds of statistical

analysis to return a correct candidate using input data, which is often not enough to

isolate a correct match based simply on number of matching peptides.

MOWSE or Molecular Weight Search, hosted at UK Human Genome Resource

Center[6] is one of the first protein database search engines. Designed and implemented

in the early 1990's, the implementation was a database of molecular weight fragments,
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combined with search and scoring algorithms for use with peptide mass fingerprints as

input.

The database was constructed from information derived from the non-redundant

OWL database. Each parent sequence of OWL was theoretically digested using several

kinds of enzymes (trypsin, endoprotease Lys-C, chymotrypsin, etc...) and the resultant

peptide masses were calculated and stored with the parent sequence in the database.

A user can then input a peptide mass fingerprint, comprising a list of peptide

masses with associated mass error; MOWSE will query the database and return a list of

candidate proteins, ranked not only by number of peptide 'hits' per candidate, but also

with a weighting factor that is dependant on the frequency of that particular fragment

being found in all proteins of mass similar to that of the candidate [16]. MOWSE can also

narrow the results provided the experimenter knows the approximate molecular weight of

the parent protein.

Closely related to MOV/SE is Mascot [7], which uses the MOWSE engine, but

also handles matches on a probabilistic basis, calculated on the probability that a match

results are the result of random matching.

MS-FIT

MS-Fit from the UCFS Mass Spectrometry Facilities is a typical example of a

search engine which returns results ranked by the number of peptide matches. MS-Tag is

a tandem mass spectrometry search engine that works in a similar fashion. These tools

are part of the Protein Prospector package [8]. Similar algorithms are used for PepSea,

Multident at the Swiss Institute of Bioinformatics [9], and Pepfrag [10], another MS/]rfS

engine hosted on the Proteometrics website.

10
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PROFOUND

The Profound search engine uses a matching system based on Bayes' theorem

[23]. Shown in left hand side of figure (1.3) is a simple search window of the Profound

search engine. The default database that is searched is the non-redundant protein

database at NCBI. This database compromises all non-redundant GenBank CDS

translations+PDB+SwissProt+PlR. The taxonomic category allows the user to limit the

search within a particular organism. The default enzymatic digest is trypsin, however it

is possible to search theoretical peptide maps digested using such enzymes as V8 and

endoproteinase Lys-C.

The list of experimental peptide masses is input at the bottom of the screen. The

masses may either be monoisotopic masses (lowest mass isotope) or average masses

(average mass of all isotopes). The uncertainty in the masses of the peptides is another

input parameter. The default number of missed cleavages is 1. Missed cleavages

indicate a possibility that trypsin (or whichever enzyme was used) did not cut the protein

at all cleavage points. 1 missed cleavage indicates thatat most, the enzyme missed one

cleavage per fragment scored. It is not known a priori how many cleavages the digestive

agent may have missed. By setting this parameter higher more possible peptide matches

are covered, however there is a high incidence of false matches as well. The right hand

frame of figure (1.3) illustrates the result summary of the search.

The candidate proteins are ranked according to a calculated expectation value,

which is the probability of scoring better using a random protein sequence.

Figure (1.4) is the ProFound window that provides details about one of the

candidate proteins. The first three graphs illustrate the number of matching peptides, as

well as the extent of which they cover the sequence of the candidate protein. A table in

11
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the bottom of the window includes details about each separate matching peptide.

Sequence coverage graphs as well as a table illustrate the details of the peptide matches.

In many cases the correct protein may not be ranked first in the list of

potential candidates; this is when it becomes an arduous task to find the correct match

among a large amount of false matches. Indeed, the small differences in the algorithms

of protein database search engines can mean the difference between unambiguous

identification of a protein and a hopeless list of candidates.

FlÉåse fil'ín the fièlds bellow: y ''- FrQFoUnd - search Result,summary
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Fff}FeUnd - Search Result Details Version 4.J0.6
@ 1997-2000 ProteoMetrics

Figure 1.4: Profound - Detailed results of one of the candidate proteins.
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Chapter 2

Research Problem and Methodology

2.1 Overview

Thesis goals:

1. Generation of random peptides to be used as source data for PDB

searches

2. Exploration of parameter space, variation and analysis of:

. Mass accuracy

. Number of peptides in a PDB match

. Randompeptide map size

. Number of missed cleavages

. Random peptide síze

. Molecular weight range

. Parent Molecular Weíght Range

3. Development of a cluster computer

4. Development of a generalized search engine that can be adapted to future

applications.
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Accomplishments of these goals will be outlined and discussed in Chapter

5: Conclusions and future work.

In this chapter the research problem is discussed, and the methodology is covered.

Section 3.2 discusses the programming model and section 3.3 details some of the in

house cluster computing work accomplished to enable the thesis work.

2.2 Research Objectives

A large part of Bioinformatics is the development of protein databases and their

associated search engines. Since this is a relatively new field there has not been

extensive work done in examining statistical factors involved in these database searches.

Challenges exist in the area of peptide map database searches. Factors such as

uncertainty in the experimental peptide masses, inability of protein molecules to be

cleaved completely by trypsin, and non-unique theoretical peptide massesT lead to

multiple 'hits', where it is not possible to distinguish between the correct protein and an

unwanted list of 'false matches'. These'false' matches are due to random coincidence

matching of one or more peptides of the input peptide map with peptides contained in

database proteins.

In order to eliminate these problems, we need to know the quality level of data

that will lead to an unambiguous identification. The development of more sensitive and

higher resolution mass spectrometers have allowed for increasingly more accurate

peptide maps [21][22][27]. Specialized techniques such as chemically modified pepride

maps [30] and high-accuracy approaches L29] have been successful in improving the

7 It is possible for multiple proteins to contain peptides with amino acid configurations that have exactly or
nearly exactly the same mass
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quality of protein identifications. Equally important are developments in the

bioinformatics tools used by experimenters to allow unambiguous identifications.

One of the major problems in protein database programming is writing algorithms

that can separate high relevance database search matches from the 'false matches'. A

false match occurs when the score (calculated in various ways depending on the

algorithm) of the correct protein match is less than the score of various other matches that

are due to random peptide matching. New algorithms are constantly being developed to

overcome this problem.

As discussed in the previous chapter a number of methods have been developed to

sort the search results by relevance. These methods use existin g data provided by the

user in a PDS to optimize the relevance of the search results.

This thesis uses a Monte Carlo method to determine the number of false matches

in a protein database searches. A custom protein database search engine was developed

that is both optimized for speed and iterative ease. By performing protein database

searches while iterating over various search parameters, a 'parameter space' can be built

up. Analysis can then be performed on the parameter space to elucidate which

combinations of search parameters lead to a reduction in false matches. Relationships

between certain search parameters can be exploited to help increase the accuracy of

database searches. The results can also give understanding to the particular qualities of a

peptide map that create ambiguous results.

The information collected during this project can also lead to the improvement of

scoring algorithms by using results to alter weighting factors in standard database scoring

algorithms. Since this thesis is interested in exploring the pattern of false matches over

various search parameters, all database searches are performed with random tryptic

peptide maps generated from a genome derived proteome database. Since the majority of

t6
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database searches are performed with

will ensure that the results are relevant.

tryptic digests, using random tryptic maps

The parameter space will be built up by varying the various search parameters detailed in

section 2.1.

These parameters will be explained in detail in chapter 4.

2.3 ProgrammingChallenges

The program needs to iterate over hundreds of possible parameter combinations,

requiring that the search engine be programmed to automatically collect and store results

of each iteration as well as starting a new one. The protein database searches need to be

fast, as processor and time constraints would limit the possibility of performing searches

against large databases. Additionally, random peptides need to be generated that have the

properties of real peptides, such as approximate size, allowable amino acid chains, and

correct start and end residues for a peptide generated by a particular enzyme.

Varying the parameter 'minimum number of matching peptides' is a study in the

effects of reducing or increasing the number of required matching peptides, and required

a gener alized al gorithm.

2.4 Processor fssues

Performing protein database searches requiring one or perhaps two matching

peptides is an easy task for most modern computers. However, for 3 or more matching

peptides, a challenge arises to write a suitably efficient and fast algorithm. The algorithm

t7
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needs to accommodate an arbitrary number of matching peptides, as well as being

quickly executable since the algorithm will be called tens of thousands of times for a

particular set of search parameters.

For example, consider a set of 200 peptide maps, each containing 30 peptides. In

a PDS, each peptide in the set will need to be compared with each proteome peptide. A

PDS run using fairly typical search parameters might run for approximately 20 minutes

on a 500MHz Intel Pentium 2 platform running Windows 98SE. The proposed project

involves doing similar runs thousands of times over. Due to the computational power

required to complete the objectives of the project, one of the supplemental objectives

became to enable a large throughput of calculations. The first approach to this problem

was to minimize the number of floating point operations for one protein database search.

However, due to the large volume of required calculations, the available solution was an

increase in overall processor power. One computer would not be sufficient; some sort of

parallel processing unit was indicated.

A workstation clusters is similar to a parallel processing machine, but consists of

discrete workstation computers, usually connected through a local area network. With

decreasing cost and improving performance, workstation clusters are becoming ideal for

high performance processing [15].

A challenge arose to convert several desktop machines into a cluster unit, which

could advance the data collection rate to an appropriate level. Furthermore, since the

desktop machines being considered were being used in other applications, the program

needed to be run innocuously, and without consuming the bulk of any one computer's

resources.

18

8 Sometimes called "A poor man's supercomputer"
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Chapter 3

Development

In this chapter the development of the code as well several research problems are

discussed.

3.1 Overview

Figure (3.1) illustrates the relationships between classes of the pepstat program. The

classes that are illustrated are the major working classes and threads. For the sake of

brevity several smaller classes were left out. The diagram is illustrated in UML (Unified

Modeling Language). A simple line indicates association between classes. A solid

diamond line runs from a parent class to a daughter class that relies on the existence of

the parent. A hollow diamond line is similar to the black diamond line, except the

daughter can exist even when the parent doesn't. 1 .. * indicates that there is at least one

(possibly more) daughter classes.

t9
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Control

protdb, srcdb : class vector
mainsearch: thread
RPC: thread

Figure 3.1: Pepstat Class Relationships

Each box represents a class or a thread. Descriptions of the various classes are as

follows:

Møin Diølog: This is both the core class of the program and the class that handles and

displays the user interface dialog window.

20
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Møinsearch: This algorithm is a low priority worker threade, MainSearch

performs the iterative matching between the peptide maps and the DDB.

Vector<protein>: Contained in the dialog class, a vector that allows for dynamic storage

of n proteins. Each database (source and target) is a vector of type Proteín.

Protein: A class that contains the characteristics of proteins. Attributes include average

and monoisotopic mass and the protein sequence. A vector<Peptide> inside the protein

allows for dynamic allocation of peptides. Methods in the class include those used for

retrieving peptide sequences, calculating both peptide and protein mass, creating and

deleting peptides among others.

Peptide: A class containing many of the attributes and methods of the protein class. This

is the base unit of the databases.

Random Prot Constructor: A standalone thread executable from the dialog window.

Accesses proteome files and generates customizable peptide maps.

RNG; Random Number Generator. Discussed in section 4.5.2.

Connection Thread: Generated following a connection attempt by a remotely located

control program (see 4.9). The purpose of the thread is to allow connections from the

control without disrupting program operations, and runs concurrently with the

Mainsearcå algorithm.

e A thread is a portion of a program that can run independently of and concurrently with other portions of
the program. Threads can be instructed to run with various priorities. MainSearch is designed to run on
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MainSearch algorith¡n.' This allows for uninterrupted functioning of pepstat and other

programs while large data files are being transferred.

ConnectionSocket: The class that handles TCP/IP communications with the control

program. Communicates directly with the dialog to set parameters in the pepstat dialog

window and automatically launch new protein searches.

Screenshots of the pepstat and control GUI's are listed in appendix C.

3.2 Local Databases

Given the limited computational power available, it was not feasible to perform

protein database searches on a group of proteomes, as is the case when making a database

search on such databases as OWL or Swiss-Prot. Performing iterative searches on one

proteome using internet search algorithms would be impossible due to intemet traffic and

slow response time of any internet DBS engine.

Three proteomes were selected as local databases. All PDS searches were

performed on these locally stored databases. The proteomes were selected based on

certain criteria.

Proteomes vary widely based on taxonomic category they originate from. Thus

the three selected proteomes selected had to be fundamentally dissimilar. However,

together they had to be representative of the whole set of existing proteomes. If the false

IDLE priority status; it only runs during computing idle cycles. This ensures that pepstat would not
interfere with computers that were running other high-priority processes.

22
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match counts were similar between proteomes for a particular set of search

parameters, then one could extrapolate the results to any desired proteome.

A desirable characteristic of a chosen proteome is the fact that it should be

complete, or near complete. Any proteome with large gaps in the sequence data would

not make a good candidate for the project work. Thus, the proteomes selected would be

those, which are 'template' proteomes that have been extensively studied and sequenced.

These proteomes were also selected bases on size, ranging from 4400 to 18500

proteins in size. E. coili and S. cerevisiaeare approximately the same size, however they

are fundamentally dissimilar as one is a eukaryote and the other a prokaryote. C. elegans

is a large multi-cellular eukaryote and was selected for that reason.

The following table describes the proteomes that were selected, some general

characteristics, and the proteome size:

23

-8. colí is a gram-negative prokaryote bacteria

-More known about E. coli than any other organism

-Originally isolated in 1922 from a diphtheria patient, the strain of

E. coli sequenced was used in 1945 in the discovery of

Escherichia coli I spontaneous gene transfer. The strain, known as K-12, was

universally adopted for fundamental work in biochemistry,

genetics and physiology.

-In recent years, it has become the 'heavy lifter' of biotechnology

where it is used to produce human insulin and other medicines.

-Fully Sequenced

- - 4400 proteins
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-Unicellular eukaryote organism

Saccharomyces | -Used for millennia for it's role in food preservation and

cerevisiae I preparation

"Brewer's yeast" | - A simple, unicellular eukaryote developed to a unique powerful

model system for biological research.

- Fully Sequenced

- -6500 proteins

-C. elegans is a nematode, a complex multicellular organism.

-Studied worldwide by hundreds of scientists

-C. elegans is about as primitive an organism that exists which

shares a substantial homology and similar reproductive cycle with

Caenorhabditis I humans.

elegans | -All 959 somatic cells of its transparent body are visible with a

microscope, and its average life span is a mere 2-3 weeks. Thus

C. elegans provides the researcher with the ideal compromise

between complexity and tractability.

- Fully Sequenced

- -18500 proteins
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The proteomes are downloaded from the Proteometrics web site and were used

with permission. The file format for these proteomes is bíoml, a file format designed to

work with proprietary software also developed at Proteometrics. The files were stripped

of any non-sequence information, such as labels, tags, and descriptors. Each protein

sequence was placed in a new file, with one protein sequence per line. The number of

proteins in each file was recorded and stored for later reference.

3.3 Generating Random Peptide Maps

3.3.1 Methodology

A method for generating non-existent random proteins was considered. These

peptide maps need to be able to have pre-defined numbers of peptides. By performing

search with these false proteins we ensure that all results are purely coincidental. With

ideal search parameters false matches are approximately 0 due to a high degree of peptide

mass uniqueness in peptides of -5 amino acids or more.

Generating random tryptic peptides by stringing random amino acids together was

briefly considered, but there are problems with this approach. One can examine basic

characteristics of peptides, such as the average populations of amino acids, and average

peptide length, however it would be impossible to randomly generate 'legitimate'

peptides that could come from a biomolecule. Proteins fold in a distinct manner based on

their amino acid sequence, and certain amino acids sequences are impossible to fold and

hence don't exist in nature. As mentioned before, the generation process would need a

rule set, which as of yet has not fully been constructed.

25
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It was decided to construct random peptide maps by assembling peptides

chosen randomly from a comprehensive list of proteomes. 15 non-redundant files were

downloaded from the online proteome database at http://www.expasy.ch. The

downloaded files are in FASTA10 format. Each file contained proteome information for

particular category of proteomes (for instance, eukaryotes, prokaryotes, etc...).

The files were then transcribed to 88 smaller files. All extraneous data was

stripped out of the original files. This included all non-sequence information such as

label, accession number, comments, etc.. The format of each of the 88 in house files is

simply one protein sequence per line, preceded by a waka:

>RTRIQKHIKQAEASFIGHINPEHSNEQASTSLLSS SCHADHAVESYS S S...
>MDKKPCNSQDVE
>RTRIQKHMEQGDQS SSTTFNNGQMNLDHSCNDQAS S SQMSACGPV

The waka (>) character allows indexing by the program. Each file contains 5000 proteins,

except the last, which contains 3880. There were 433880 proteins in total. The

algorithm for generating the random peptide maps is shown in figure (3.2). In this case

the algorithm is generating200 peptide maps.

t0 A sequence in FASTA format begins with a single-line description, followed by lines of sequence data.
The description line is distinguished from the sequence data by a greater-than (">") symbol in the first
column. It is recommended that all lines of text be shorter than 80 characters in length.

26
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create a string variable (protstring)
clear protdb
for (protindex=O; protindex<200, protindex++)

-create a blank class(protein)
-for (pepindex=O, pepindexcmapsize, pepindex++)

-create a blank peptide inside the protein class
-fill the blank peptide with a random peptide fragment using
GETRANDPEPSEQ
-add the peptide sequence to the end of protstring

end for
fill in the protein sequence(inside the class) using protstring; calculate masses.

end for

Figure 3.2: ProteinConstruct Class

The selection method is illustrated in figure (3.3). First a random protein is selected.

From this random protein, a random peptide is selected. If the peptide is not completell

('X' amino acids present in the peptide) the process is repeated. If the peptide size was

Iess than a desired size, the process was again repeated. The selection process continues

until the random peptide map is complete. 200 peptide maps were constructed and

grouped into sets. These groups were used in the simulations.

tt Not all proteomes are completely sequenced. This leads to gaps in protein sequences which are filled
with placeholder amino acids: 'X'

27
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index data files
select a random number from 0 to 433880 (the size of database containing all proteomes)
if (the random number is inside the designated range of the current target proteome)

go back and re-select a number
determine which file the selected protein is in.
open the file and scan to the appropriate location
read the sequence of the selected protein
perform theoretical digest and count the number of resulting peptides
select a random number between 0 and the number of peptides
verify the peptide 'integrity'(peptides with X amino acids are discarded and the selection
process is repeated from the beginning)
return the sequence of the selected peptide

Figure 3.3: GetRandPepSeq Class

There is one more problem to be looked at during the process of generating

random peptide maps. Consider that one of these peptide maps is used to run simulation

searches against the proteome C. elegans. The peptide map was generated using a

complete database of proteomes, which encompasses approximately 433,880 proteins.

The proteome C. elegans contains approximately 18,526 proteins. Therefore any peptide

map generated would contain approximately 47o of C. elegans peptides. This amounts to

a little more than one peptide per peptide map (of 30). This introduces a slight systematic

error in results of C. elegøns searches. The other two target proteomes are affected to a

lesser extent due to their smaller proteome size. To correct for this problem several sets

of peptide maps were generated. Each set for use against a particular target proteome

was generated using all available proteomes except the target proteome itself.

Before the transcription process, the location of these 3 proteomes were located in

3 separate FASTA files:

28
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E. co li: nr-enterobacteria.FASTA

S. cerevisíae: nr-fungi.FASTA

C. elegans : nr-otheranimals.FASTA

29

Certain ranges of numbers in the new 88-file system that contained the proteins of each

of these proteomes were recorded. Since C. elegans, E. colí, and ,S. cerevísiae were

mixed with other proteomes in larger files such as nr-enterobacteria (8. coti), it was

necessary to exclude the content of these larger files as well in peptide map generation.

This was not considered to be a problem.

Table 3.1: Database file omissions

3.3.2 Random Number Generators

To implement the process of assembling these random peptide maps a random number

generator must be used. A number known as a "seed" is provided to a pseudo-random

number generator as an initial integer to pass through the function. The pseudo-random

number generator is a deterministic program that produces a completely predictable

series of numbers (known as a 'stream'). A well-written PRNG creates a sequence that

shares many of the same properties as a sequence of real random numbers. For example:

Proteome Database File Omitted Number of Proteins
Available for Random

Map Generation

Escherichia coli Nr-enterob acteria 415825 (967o of total)

Saccharomyces
cerev¡siae

Nr-fungi 41L963 (957o of total)

Cae n o rh abd iti s e I eg an s Nr-other animals 391411 (907o of total)
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. The PRNG can generate any number in a range with equal probability.

. The PRNG can produce a stream with any statistical distribution.

. The stream of numbers produced by the PRNG lacks discemible patterns.

What PRNGs can't do is be unpredictable. Given the seed and the algorithm proper, the

sequence of numbers can be predicted. On one hand, pseudo-random number generators

have many useful applications. They work well for Monte Carlo simulations such as the

ones being performed in this thesis. They also apply to other statistical sampling or

simulation models. These applications typically require only moderate sophistication in

their "randomness": patterns in a sequence don't resonate with naturally occurring

sequences. There are ways of generating purely random numbers using special hardware.

However it was decided that a PRNG was suitable for the task of generating random

peptide maps.

The PRNG used for this thesis is the BSD degree-ó3 RNG, a popular PRNG

developed in Berkeley that is used in many applications. This particular RNG uses the

computer clock as the random seed value to generate pseudo-random sequence.

3.4 Search Parameters

The following sections detail the various parameters that were explored during the

course of the project. Functionality for some parameters had to be programmed into the

search engine (i.e. mass accuracy) while others were varied by altering the input data files

(e.g. peptide map size). Each section contains a description of the parameters as well as

how they were implemented. Results are listed in chapter 4.

30
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3.4.1 Mass accuracy

Mass accuracy, Âm, is a descriptor of the mass confidence of input peptides, and

is typically entered by the user when making a PMDS. Peptide matches are recorded

provided they fit the following criterion:

ffi daøb^e - Lm < mrnpr, < mdohb^" + Lm

31

13.11

This parameter has a direct influence on the number of false matches returned in

a database search.

Experimenters typically describe mass accuracy in either ppm or Da. The unit

ppm, or parts per million, is a dimensionless value that can be converted to daltons by

dividing by 1000000 and then multiplying by the associated peptide mass. Using

uncertainties listed already in Da. indicates that no conversion is necessary. However, an

uncertainty listed in ppm scales the mass accuracy with peptide mass. For example,

consider two peptides, 800Da and 4500Da respectively. A mass accuracy of 50ppm

translates to Dalton values as shown in the following table.

Table 3.2: Mass accuracy -ppm vs. Da.

Peptide Mass Mass accuracy

1 800 50/1 000000*800=0.04Da

2 4500 50/1 000000*4500=0. 23 Da
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Mass accuracy in ppm has an effect of scaling linearly with increasing peptide

mass.

Many mass spectrometry experimenters prefer to use ppm since it reflects the propensity

of peptide mass peaks to broaden with increasing peptide mass, Ieading to an increase in

Âm.

Initially, mass accuracy was varied from Oppm to 200ppm in 5ppm increments.

Later, the range was reduced to Oppm to 100ppm. Since most contemporary mass

spectrometry instruments have accuracy of 100ppm or less, only a couple of simulations

were made outside this range.

3.4.2 Number of Required Matching Peptides

This parameter designated how many matching peptides must occur between a

RPM and a target protein for a match to be recorded. Typically users only have a

handful of peptides, which they can be quite confident of. Question: What proportion of

false matches can be screened out when the number of confident peptides is increased?

Simulations were performed where the number of required matching peptides was

varied in increments from 1 to 10 for all target proteomes.

3.4.3 Random Peptide Map Size

One of the most important parameters influencing false match returns is the

number of peptides contained in a peptide map. The number of proteolytic peptides used

in database searches can vary substantially from experiment to experiment. The

minimum number of peptides in a useful map is approximately 5.
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Five sets of two hundred peptide maps were generated. Each set contained

peptide maps of varying size, with the functionality to do this being programmed into the

map generated described in section 4.4. The sizes chosen were 5, 10, 30, 50, and 80

peptides per map.

3.4.4 Missed Cleavages

Peptides are the result of enzymatic digestion of proteins, using high specificity

enzymes, the most common being trypsin. However, in many cases the enzymatic

digestion of a protein is incomplete. The number of missed cuts can be entered as a

parameter in protein database searches in order to account for these "dual-peptides"

A database search engine matches experimental peptide masses to theoretical derived

proteolytic peptide maps. To account for missed cleavage, the theoretical peptide maps

can be expanded to include peptides where a cut has not been made. These new peptides

can be matched to the experimental peptide masses, and in such a way account for the

possibility of a missed cut. For example, for one missed cleavage, the following single

peptide and derived dipeptides would be considered:

Single Peptide Dipeptide

Peptide

List

TR
TRIQK

IQK

IQK

HMEQGDQSSSTTFNNGR vr\r uYrI-iv\Jl-,rvlJùD r I I' I\tì \JI\
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The highest number of missed cleavages can be entered as one of the search parameters.
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During the simulations, missed cleavages were varied from 0-4. One can

deduce immediately that the number of false matches will grow substantially with

increasing number of missed cleavages. For instance, if the maximum number of missed

cleavages entered is 1, all concatenations of two adjoining peptides are also added to the

list of theoretical peptides under consideration.

3.4.5 Random Peptide Size

Smaller peptides are more likely to match with random database peptides. This

parameter can affect the number of false matches being returned for a peptide maps that

have constraints on the minimum peptide size.

To explore the effects of smaller and larger peptides, several peptide maps were

generated. In each case, a particular limit was set on the smallest peptide. The values

used were 5, 8, 10, and 12 amino acids.

3.4.6 Molecular Weight Range Constraint

34

The molecular weight of an intact

proteins. The object was to run

molecul ar weight range.

protein can be used as a constraint on the candidate

one peptide map and vary the range of the intact
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3.5 Determination of Peptide Masses

As mentioned above, whole protein sequences are downloaded and cleaved using

the enzyme trypsin. Trypsin cleaves at C-terminal sides of Lysine or Arginine. The

cleavage is disallowed if the adjoining residue on the C-terminal side is Proline.

The amino acid residue masses used are listed in appendix B. The weight of a

molecular peptide is:

35

m peptide = lm,uiau" + I 8'0153
n=1

Í3.21

18.0153 Daltons is the weight of a molecule of water, which is used to account for an N-

terminal hydrogen and a C-terminal hydroxyl group of a peptide.

3.6 Simple I and 2 Peptide Searches

At this point, a complete proteome database is stored locally. Several random

peptide maps have also been generated.

An engine for automating protein database search needed to be programmed.

Several factors were considered during the programming stage. First, the database

searches had to be executed with as little floating-point operations as possible, since

processor power would limit the amount of possible research avenues. Second, the

locally stored databases would have to be loaded into memory for efficient operation.

Since the databases are quite large, programming steps would be taken to reduce as much

as possible the size of random access memory needed.
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3.6.1 One peptide searches

To start, a simple one-peptide matching engine was programmed. In this case, the

target proteome E. coli was used. Both the random peptide map and the E. coli proteome

were loaded into RAM. Subsequently, each separate peptide of the random map was

used as input for a database search on E. coli. The resulting list of matches was stored

and the process was repeated for the next peptide of the map. Once all peptides of the

random map have been used, the next random map is loaded and the process is repeated.

There are 200 random peptide maps used in each experiment. The algorithm in simple

code is illustrated in figure (3.4).

The algorithm was scrutinized for proper operation. To start, a mass accuracy

value of 0 was used. Since the peptides were 8 amino acids or larger in size the

possibility of two peptides matching was statistically insignificant, thus no matches were

expected, and 0 matches were returned. This was to check if there were any extraneous

matches that would signify a malfunctioning algorithm. Subsequently, 50ppm was used.

Result: Nearly every E. coli protein had at least one matching peptide.

A random sampling of the data was examined for veracity by performing protein

database searches with the peptide map using the ProFound [t1] search engine. The

results were compared and non-matching results were investigated.

Most of the program debugging occurred at this stage. Invariably, small bugs

were discovered during the course of the project, most did not required simulations to be

repeated.
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start
initialize variables
open peptide map

->calculate masses
->store in memory:
->index random map peptides

open E coli proteome
->calculate masses
->store in memory:
->index random map peptides

for every random peptide map //I-oop 1

for every E. coli protein //Loop 2
for every source peptide //Loop 3

for every target peptide //l-nop 4
if [(flt..nao* map peptide )= tndaøbase peptide - tolerance)

AND (Ilt.u'do- map pepride <= lll¿¿1¿665s peptide +
tolerance)l

record that a match occur between that random peptide
map and that E. colí protein then go on to next E. coli
protein (Loop 2)

end if
end for

end for
end for

end for
end

Figure 3.4: SimpleCode - One Peptide Search Algorithm
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3.6.2 Two Peptide Searches

Next, the algorithm functionality was expanded to include two peptide searches.

As before, the peptide map is used to search every target protein in E. colí. However, a

match is recorded only if there are two non-redundant matching peptides. The algorithm,

minus the initialization and data storing is lisred in figure (3.5).

This is an algorithm with slightly more complexity than the one peptide

case, and works perfectly fine for 2 peptides. However, this style of algorithm cannot be

used in going to the n peptide case. This is because the above algorithm uses 4 for loops

to allow 2 peptide matching, iterating twice through the source peptide list to find

matches. To program a n peptide case a table of matches would have to be built, and

redundant peptide matches screened out.
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for every random peptide map /lLoop I
for every E. coli protein //I_nop 2

for every source peptide //Loop 3
for every target peptide //Loop 4

if [(mrun¿o,., map peptide >= mdahbase pepride - tolerance)
AND (tll"undo¡n map peptide <= Illdahbase peptide +
tolerance)l

record that a match occur between that random peptide
map and thatE. colí.
end if

end for
end for
if there was a match then execute following:

for every other source peptide //I_nop 3
for every other target peptide //Loop 4

if l(mrun¿orn map peptide >= Illdatabase pepride

tolerance)
AND (m.undom map peptide (= Ill¿¿1¿6¡5e peptide *
tolerance)l

record that a match occur between that random
peptide map and that E. coli protein then go on to
next E. coli protein (Loop 2)
end if

end for
end for

end if
end for

end for
end

Figure 3.5: SimpleCode - Two Peptide Search Algorithm
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3.7 n Peptide Searches

Expanding the search engine capability to match n peptides was one of the major

steps in the thesis. There were two major obstacles with programming for n peptide

matches. First, matches would have to be non-redundant, as in two peptide searches,

where the two peptides in a peptide pair match would not be used to match other

peptides. Secondly, the algorithm had to be fast. As previously explained programming

a new search engine from scratch was determined to be the easiest course of action rather

than using the source code of an existing search engine and making extensive

modifications.

For each particular target protein, all combinations of peptides are tested and the

results recorded in a 2D matrix called tfmatrix. A TRUE is recorded if the two peptides

match within the tolerance, if not a FALSE is recorded.

One of the programming challenges for 2+ matching peptides is ensuring non-

redundant matches. Table (3.3) illustrates the problem. This is a simple programming

problem when only two source peptides are involved.

Table 3.3:2 peptide validity tables

40

Invalid 2 peptide match

(2 SP matching one DP)

Invalid 2 peptide match

(2DP matching one SP)

Valid Match

(non-redundant)

S* - Source peptide

D* - Destination peptide

T - Peptide Match

F - No peptide match

D1 D2 D3 D4

S1 F T ,n F

S2 F F F F

Ãr D2 D3 D4

S1 F T F F

S2 F rT F F

D1 D2 D3 D4

S1 r ,/ T F

S2 F /r F F
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As can be seen in the table it is possible for 2 peptides on one database to

match one peptide of the other, and since that is non physically possible it must be

disallowed in the simulation.

The algorithm was tested for a number of real proteins and the results were

compared with the results returned from using ProFound.

For the case of n matching peptides a more general algorithm was written that

could count the number of non-redundant matches in a mm tfmatrix (figure 3.6). The

algorithm iterates column by column through the matrix, marking off (or crossing out)

rows that fulfill a particular condition. Namely, if there is only one row with a TRUE in

that particular column, mark it off and increment the count by one. If there is more than

one TRUE, compare them. What we are comparing is the rightmost true. Mark off the

row that has the lowest column index number for the last TRUE of the row. Consider

the following matrix (table 3.4):

Table 3.4: n Peptide Validity Table

While it is fairly easy to see visually that there are three non-redundant matches in

this matrix, writing an algorithm to make the same determination, is as follows

D1 D2 D3 D4

S1 T F F T

S2 F F F F

S3 F T F F

S4 T T F F

1. Examines the first column. There are two TRUE's (row 1 and 4)
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2. Select one row to mark off. The last TRUE of row t has column index 4.

The last TRUE of row 4 has column index 2. Mark off the row with the Iowest column

index, i.e. row 4. Increment the count by one. (Table 3.5)

initialize variables
open peptide map

->calculate masses
->store in memory:
->index random map peptides

open.E coli proteome
->calculate masses
->store in memory:
->index random map peptides

for every random peptide map
for every E. coli protein

for every source peptide
for every target peptide

if l(ffirun¿o,n map pepride )= trdarabase peptide - tolerance)
AND (fflrundo* map peptide <= llldatabase pepride +
tolerance)]

record the peptide indices of the two
matching peptides and increment a 'match'
counter

end if
end for

end for
analyze tfmatrix and determine how many non-redundant peptide
matches exist between this particular random peptide map and E. coli
protein

end for
end for

42

Figure 3.6: SimpleCode - n Peptide Search Algorithm
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Table 3.5: n peptide validity table - one peptide matched

3. Repeat for columns 2 through 4.

4.3 matches found in total.

Note that if the first row were marked off there would only be 2 non-redundant peptide

matches.

The generalized code for tfmatrix sorting in listed in figure (3.7).

43

D1 D2 D3 D4

S1 T F F T

S2 F F F F

S3 F T F F

n
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initialize:
tfmatrix[i][] =Q
taken[i]=F i ranges from 0 to the number of destination peptides. Refers to which

destination peptides have been matches previously to source peptides.
curmax=maxpepsize
The value of the rightmost true, originally set as a high value
max[]=g The index of the rightmost T value for each row.

for every COLUMN (i)
take=-l Best source candidate for a match, reset for each column.
curmax=maxpepsize;
for every ROW (i)

if (current cell ==TRUE ) eruO (max[] < curmax) AND (raken[i] ==
FALSE))

take = j;
curmax = maxli]l

end if
end for
if (take != -1) {

takenltake] = TRUE;
matchingpeps++;
end if

end for
if (matchingpeps >= numpeps)

nummatches++;
record the match

end if

44

Figure 3.7: SimpleCode - tfmatrix operation
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3.8 Cluster Computing
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A cluster system was developed to help increase throughput. A remote TCP/IP

interface was programmed into the pepstat client. Pepstat clients were then placed on

available Windows 32bit systems. A separate'control' program was programmed to

query the clients. The top frame of figure (3.8) illustrates communication between the

control and the pepstat clients. The bottom frame shows a typical case of the functioning

system. Pepstat 1 is transferring results to the control, which will issue new commands

after the transfer is complete. Pepstat 2 is processing a task. Pepstat 3 had completed a

task and is waiting to be queried by the control before transferring data.

Parameter ranges are input in into the control program, which then generates a

task list. For instance, the following is one task

If the control is resuming a previous run, a subset of tasks are pre-marked as complete.

The control then iterates through the pepstat client list (each pepstat client IP is

input beforehand). If control finds a client that is inactive, if so, it allocates a task and

marks the task as 'allocated but incomplete'. It then allocates tasks to all other pepstat

clients in this manner until a task has been allocated to all inactive pepstat clients.

When the control contacts a client, it establishes a TCP/IP connection. It then

sends a command 'packet', consisting of a query or a task it wants to allocate to the

client. The client responds 'OK' if it is free and has started the task, or 'BUSY' if it is

already processing a task, in which case the control would move on to the next client.

Once a command packet is received, the remote interface of a client sets the

appropriate parameters in pepstat's GUI, and then runs the search by running the method

that would normally be run if a user hit 'Go' in the pepstat window.
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Figure 3.8: Pepstat and control functioning.
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The pepstat TCPIP interface was added fairly effortlessly. The most difficult part

of programming the interface was enabling it to run inside a thread. The only socket

class available in VC++, CSocket, could not be created outside of the worker thread that

intended to use it, and this created some logistical problems with the programming. It

was required to create a Socket outside of the thread, detach and sent the handle into the

thread, create a CSocket class in the thread, and re-attach the handle.

There were certain limitations regarding which computers could be used in the

cluster. These requirements were

l. ¡= 500MHz processor

2. min.256 Megs. RAM

3. Win32 operating system

4. Permanent Internet connection

The pepstat program was designed to be minimized into the system tray, as well as

running on the lowest thread priority, IDLE, the program will only run on idle cycles,

ensuring that the program does not interfere with the normal duties of the computer in

question, in fact all the computers used in the project were non-dedicated computers.

Limitation 1 was strictly a convenience limitation, as the program would run on any

speed computer, but anything slower than a 500MHz computer ran pepstat too slowly to

be of much use. Limit ation Zwas necessary. When pepstat is run, two large sets of data

need to be loaded into RAM, namely the RPM and the target proteome. With proteomes

such as C. elegans, this data could easily occupy 100 Megs of RAM. 256 Megs are

needed to ensure there is an adequate supply of RAM for other applications. Limitation 3

occurs due to the non-portability of the program to other OS systems. Limitation 4 is

necessary to allow the control program to continuously query the pepstat clients.
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AII cluster computers used were resident computers of the time-of-flight

laboratoryl2, with the exception of one computer that was located at the author's address.

4 computers were used (table 3.ó), with some other computers added temporarily.

Table 3.6: List of machines used in a cluster configuration

3.9 Development Platform

All code written for the thesis was programmed using Microsoft Visual

C++, version 6.0. A PC platform was used, driven by an Intel Celeron (500MHz)

processor, 384 Megabytes of RAM, running Windows 98 SEz.

12 Time of Flight Laboratory, Room 506 Allen Building, Department of Physics, Universiry of Manitoba,
R3T 2N1
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Computer Processor RAM

Development Machine 500 Mhz Celeron 768

Lab Machine 1 1 GHz Pentium III t047

LabMachine 2 800 MHz Pentium II 527

Home Machine I GHz Athlon 256
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Chapter 4

Results

This chapter details the results obtained by varying a single search parameter

while holding all others constant. Each section explains the specifics of particular search

parameters, how it is used in a protein database search, followed by simulation results.

4.1 Standard deviation in several similar simulations

For the most part, the data provided in this chapter and the next are the results of

simulations of one or more random peptides maps against E. coli, S. cerevìsiae, and C.

elegans. Each simulation generates a new data point in parameter space.

This section is an endeavor to consider the error involved in these simulations. In this

case v/e are interested in calculating how accurate each data point is, keeping in mind that

each data point is a mean value derived from 200 peptide maps. Hence, we are interested

in the standard deviation from the mean.t3

If one PDS is repeated with the same parameters and different random peptide

maps, a certain value of standard deviation from the mean can be calculated. In this case

we are interested in standard deviation from the mean, which is based on the central limit

13 For the user of a PDS engine, simple standard deviation would be an important factor in quantifying
results. Calculating over one set of 200 peptide maps, the standard deviation is quite large and hence it is
hard to validate patterns in the data. However, for the prograrnmers behind the search engine, skndard
deviation for the mean is a more important indicator of underlying trends.
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theorem. It states that given a distribution with mean pr and standard deviation o2, the

sampling distribution of the mean approaches a normal distribution with a mean (¡r) and

variance o2Æ.I, *here N is the sample size used to generate each mean. Thus

õ^: Í4.11

o- - standard deviation from the mean over several simulations

o - standard deviation of one set of peptide maps

N - number of samples from the population distribution(e.g. 200)

o is calculated over one set of peptide maps. In this example, N:200.

If one only measurement is made, there is much larger error since there is no

longer a division by L4.I4. This is the standard deviation experienced by someone

running a protein database search. However the standard deviation from the mean is used

here to examine characteristics that are statistically significant and that PDSE

programmers might be interested in. However the simple standard deviation will be

calculated for the example that follows.

5 simulations were performed while varying the random peptide maps (the only

random element in the simulations), and keeping all other variables constant. The

simulations were performed over the three proteomes. Thus we are examining three

points in parameter space. One can infer that the standard deviation from the mean for all

other simulations would be similar to this case.

5 separate peptide map sets were created, possessing the same characteristics:

minimum amino acids, 30 peptides per map, and, 200 peptide maps per set. These

50
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peptide maps were run against E. coli, S. cerevisiae, and C. elegans, while holding the

following parameters constant:

. Mass accuracy: 50ppm

. Minimum matching peptides: 2

. Missed Cleavages:0

. Molecular Weight Range: Infinite

. Monoisotopic Masses

The results are summarized in table (4.1):

Table 4.1: Results - standard deviation of 5 peptide maps

o - standard deviation for an individual measurement
o.- standard deviation from the mean calculated from the 5 peptide map sets.
o- (CLT) - standard deviation from the mean calculated using o and CLT

51

False Matches

E. coli S. cerevisìae C. elegans

Peptide Map Set 1 33.08 115.1s 275.48

Peptide Map Set 2 33.435 t1.2.72 270.505

Peptide Map Set 3 32.42 1.13.7s 270.85

Peptide Map Set 4 33.07 1L3.475 272.96

Peptide Map Set 5 31.865 1t2.56 270.t7

Mean 32.74 113.53 271.99

o 10.01 28.56 66.74

6m 0.63 1.03 2.23

O'" (CLT) 0.708 2.02 4.72
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The last row of the chart is the standard deviation from the mean calculated using

the central limit theorem. The standard deviation used for the calculation is the standard

deviation from the mean, which is a close approximation to the standard deviation of the

parent population.

Actual values of o- are less than predicted values using the CLT. For large values

of n(number of simulations), there should be no difference between the values. Thus, to

calculate errors for all future measurement we can use the central limit theorem to

calculate o-. In fact the CLT clearly applies to this situation and eliminates the need to

perform several simulations as part of an error analysis. All subsequent error reported in

this section use error values calculated from the CLT.

4.2 Mass accuracy

4.2.L Simple Case

The plot shown in figure (4.1) illustrates the dependence of false matches on mass

accwacy. Simulations were performed using (PM) on the E. coli proteome. Variables

held constant were

Missed Cleavages: 0

Error type: Monoisotopic

Number of Peptides per Map: 30

Minimum # of amino acids in a peptide: 8

Minimum Number of Required Matching Peptides: 2

52
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The mass tolerance was varied from 0 to 100ppm in 5ppm increments. Note that

the value of FMPPM only becomes 0 when MA is 0. Such a mass accuracy is, as yet,

unattainable, so in order to eliminate false matches, other parameters would need to be

further restricted.

30 40 50 60 70

Mass accuracy (ppm)

Figure 4.1: Results - false matches per peptide map vs. Mass accuracy for E. coli

Looking at the figure one can see two traits that are prevalent in all following

mass accuracy dependant graphs. First, the graph is smooth, with no abrupt

characteristics in isolated mass ranges.

Second, the shape of the curve is sigmoid, increasing only slowly at first, reaching

a maximum increase rate, followed by a plateau. A few more points were taken for large
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mass accuracy values, to examine the behavior of the plot. The expanded curve is shown

infigure (4.2):

120
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40
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20
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0

100 150 200 250 300 350 400 450

Mass accuracy (ppm)

Figure 4.2: Results - Wide Field FMppM vs. MA for E. coli

The ppm values used were 0-100 in 5 ppm increments, as well as the following

ppm values: 126, 735, 200,282, 39L, 400.

After flattening out, the curve once again starts a new rise at approximately 350ppm.

The sigmoid shape of the plot can be explained by looking at the characteristics of

the peptides that comprise both the peptide maps and the target proteomes. Figure (4.3)

illustrates an interesting characteristic of these peptide masses. This plot is a histogram

of peptide count vs. mass. Peptides from the E. coli proteome were binned and counted.

The procedure was repeated for peptides contained in random peptide number 1. The

bins are 0.1 Daltons wide. The plot shown is for an illustrative range. The behavior is
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uniform throughout the range of peptide masses. The red histogram columns indicate,E

coli peptides, while green columns denote random map peptides.

It can be immediately noticed that peptide masses fall into 'groups', with peptide

mass gaps, where there are no counts:

2775 2776 2777 2778 2779 2780 2781

Peptide Mass(Da)

Figure 4.3: Mass distribution of Peptide Map and target proteome peptides.[17]

At low mass uncertainty values there are few if any matches. As the mass uncertainty is

increased there is a large increase in overlap between the green and red columns of figure

(4.3), which leads to more false match returns. There is a point of saturation however,

where green and red groups completely overlap. Subsequently, there are little other

peptides to match until the mass accuracy has grown so large that peptides contained in a

particular green group n start matching red peptides in red groups (n-1) and (n+1). At this
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point there is another steep increase in the curve, which is what the data indicates around

the 350ppm range.

4.2.2 FMPPM vs. mass accuracy compared for E. coli, S. cerevisiae, C.

elegans

Similar simulations were performed against the 3 proteomes. The ppm values

used are the same as in 5.2.I, the E. coli case.

The plots in fig. (4.4 anA fig Ø5) show the results. The top two charts show the

data without normalization. The overall shape of each plot is similar to the one for,E

coli, and not surprisingly, C. elegans has the most FM's over the whole range, followed

by S. cerevisíae, and finally E. coli.
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Figure 4.4: FMPPM vs. MA for 3 proteomes (no normalization)
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Figure 4.5: Wide-field FMPPM vs. MA for 3 proteomes (no normalization)
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It is interesting to analyze the 3 plots after compensating (normalizing) for

different proteome sizes. For instance, C .elegans has many more proteins, and therefore

any search with a RPM will yield substantially more results than for E. coli. One can

normalize the results, however, to take into account the relative size of the proteomes. In

this case, a handy normalizing size is that of E. colí, the smallest of the 3 proteomes.

Since the three target proteomes have varying sizes, false match returns had to be

normalized. The adjusted number of false matches was norrnalized to number of peptides

contained in the proteome E. coli.
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[4.2]

the term in brackets is the ratio of peptides in the E. coli proteome to peptides in

the proteome in question.

Charts 4.6 and 4.7 display the normalized results. For any particular ppm value,

one observes interesting behaviour. Specifically, the E. coli plot, in black, shows the

fewest FM counts, while S. cerevisiae shows the largest, with C. elegans in the middle.

This difference is striking considering that at low ppm values, the FM returns of ,S.

cerevisiae is noticeably greater than that of E. coli. Using this information, one can

conclude that false matches vary depending on the particular target proteome, and not

simply because of varying sizes. This result is useful to a PDSE programmer, who may

use these results to add an offset to a scoring algorithm.
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Figure 4.6: Normalized FMPPM vs. MA for 3 proteomes
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Figure 4.7:Wide-field normalized FMPPM vs. MA for 3 proteomes
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Table Ø.2) displays the total number of peptides for each proteome as well as the

average size of a peptide.

Table 4.2: Proteome and peptide map statistical information

Number of

proteins

Peptide

count

Av. peptide AA

count

E. coli 4286 t32486 t0.24

C. elegøns t8526 892260 8.81

S. cerevisiae 6217 33321.6 8.87

Random

Peptide Map

200 6000 18.68

Note that the minimum amino acids of the random peptide map are 18.68. One would

expect that since E. coli and the random peptide map are most similar in terms of average

peptide size, the corresponding false matches would be the highest. However, figure (4.6)

shows just the opposite.

Figure (4.8) shows the peptides from each proteome map as well as the RPM,

sorted by mass into bins 25 Daltons wide. The counts from each proteome were

normalized to the number of peptides in the random peptides map (an arbitrary value),

using a variant of equation [4.2]
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Figure 4.8: Proteome mass distribution

For each proteome, absdev is calculated using the following formula:

absdev =flcounts - RPMcountsl
i=l

14.41

where i is the bin number. The value of absdev for each plot gives an idea how well each

plot matches the random peptide map plot. As expected from table (4.2), E. colì is the

closest match to the RPM distribution. As well, note that the average peptide size for S.

cerevisiae and C. elegans are almost equal, yet they have quite dissimilar FM returns.

One can conclude from this data that each proteome has an inherent quality that

affects the quantity of false matches. This may be related to homology - a common
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relation or ancestry between organisms. One important point, however, is that this can be

represented as an absolute value, since the random peptide map consists of peptides from

all other organisms. It is then possible to generate an absolute 'homology' value for each

proteome and incorporate this data in protein database scoring algorithms. This can be

useful when running a PDS where the experimenter is not sure of the source organism.

Since the matches can quite possibly be from multiple organisms a refinement of the

scoring algorithm using the aforementioned 'homology' value might be quite useful.

4.3 Number of Required Matching Peptides

Next, simulations were performed to observe the effects of varying the number of

required matching peptides. The graph in figure (4.9) shows the results for each

proteome.

Parameters held constant were:

Mass accuracy: 50ppm

Missed Cleavages: 0

Molecular Weight Range: Infinite
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2000

1 500

1 000

Required Matching Peptides (nRMP)

Figure 4.9: FMPPM vs. nRMP

The results show a striking difference in matches based on the x parameter. It was

noticed that the data approximated a decreasing exponential so fit was attempted on the

data. The equation that was fitted was

Y -Yo*ü'-G-xo)/t'
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The chi-square values in each case are listed in table 4.3.

Table 43 Í values for exp. dec. fit of FMPPM vs. nRMp
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Proteome Y value

E. coli 0.564

S. cerevisiae 0.37

C. elegans 36.89

in this case the first two fits are excellent, while the third is fair.

For each increasing value of nRMP of one, there is a l0-fold drop in the number

of matches. In the case of E. colí, a value of 4 nRMP is sufficient to effectively

eliminate false matches. S. cerevisiae needs 5, and C. elegans needs the most, with 6.

This trend is not wholly unexpected, due to the size of each respective proteome. Table

(4.4) illustrates required nRMP and MA values required to drop false matches below 1.

Table 4.4: nRMP values required to reduce false matches below 1

nRMP
Value

E. colí S. cerevisiae C. elegans

1 447.825 942.9 N/A

2 33.08 115.15 275.48

3 2.27 14.3 36.57

4 0.17 1.84 6.77

5 0.025 0.19 L.46

6 0 0.035 0.375

10 0 0 0
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It is possible to combine these observed effects of nRMP with the observed

effects of MA. Figure (4.10), illustrates the effects of this parameters on plots of

FMPPM vs. mass accutacy. There is an approximatelO fold difference between the false

matches of each plot. Each graph reaches 0 at different mass accuracy values. Table

(4.5) illustrates the ppm value at which the value of FMPPM is 0.

Table 4.5: Required nRMP and MA values ro achieve 0 FMPPM.

nRMP

Value

Mass accuracy needed

I N/A (7.505 FMPPM @ 0ppm)

2 N/A (0.015 FMPPM @ Oppm)

3 5

4 20

5 35

6 75

10 > 100
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20 40 60 80

Mass Accuracy (ppm)

Figure 4.10: FMPPM vs. MA and n(log plot)

4.4 Random peptide map size

Fig. (a.11) shows the results of performing simulations with the five peptide map

sizes (5,10,30,50,80). The simulations were repeating while varying the number of

required matching peptides from 2 to 4.

Small peptide maps are much less prone to false matching than larger ones; in

fact, the 80 peptide map is has approximately 50 times the number of false matches that

the 10 peptide map (for 2 nRMP).
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Increasing nRMP to 3 or so predictably decreases the FMPPM (as discussed in

4.4), however the rate at which the value increases from 30p to 80p maps for each line is

s ignif icantly different (table 4.6) :

Table 4.6: Ratio of FMPPM between 80p and 30p maps

RMP Ratio of

FMPPM(80p)/FMPPM(30p)

2 5.52

3 13.68

4 32.35

Figure 4.11: FMPPM vs. peptide map size for 2,3,4 nRMp

4.5 Missed Cleavages

It is seen from the results in figure (4.t2) that incomplete enzymatic cleavages

yield higher values of FMPPM. The relationship is fairly linear over the three plots.

The relative change of FMPPM is most important for few missed cleavages. Going from

0 to 1 MC, the hits approximately double, with lesser relative increases later on. One

missed cleavage effectively doubles the number of theoretical peptides under

consideration, which is enough to put most of the experimental peptide maps over 3

matching peptides. Each extra missed cleavage essentially adds one more 'layer' of

available theoretical peptides, as shown in the results.
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200

2

Missed Cleavages

Figure 4.12:FMPPM vs. missed cleavages

In cases with mixed parameters the overall pattern of FMPPM vs. missed cleavages

appears unchanged; figure (4.13) illustrates this dependence for 4 separate configurations

of 2 other parameters, minimum number of matching peptides and mass accuracy. Each

plot resembles other differences existing between the 'baseline of each plot'. The two

lower plots illustrate the similarity between MP and MA for generating similar plots. In

this case, the plot is almost identical when MP is increased from 3 to 5 with an offsetting

increase in MA from 10ppm to 50ppm. As before, the increase in random matches is

only about two-fold for an increase in missed cleavages of 1. This is a relatively small

increase compared to other more sensitive parameters
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Figure 4.13: FMPPM vs. combinations of nRMP, MC, and MA parameters

4.6 Minimum peptide Size

The size of experimental peptides used in a search is important. A glance at figure (4.8)

indicates that the majority of peptides in any proteome are in the low mass region. One

would infer that increasing the size of peptides would have a logarithmic effect in

minimizing false matches.

Twelve simulations in total were run to explore this effect. 4-peptide maps were

generated that had a limit on the smallest peptide. These limits were 5, 8, 10, and L2.

Maps with 10, 30, and 50 peptides were generated for each of the lower limits.
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The results in

matches is indeed what

fie Ø.tl) clearly

happens, and this
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illustrates that logarithmic decreases in false

plot shape is independent of peptide map size.

7 8 I 10 11

Minimum Peptide Size(AA)

Figure 4.14: FMPPM vs. minimum peptide size

4.7 Molecular Weight Constraints

The molecular weight of the intact protein can be entered as a parameter into a

protein search engine. Candidate matches outside a specified range of molecular weights

are excluded from the results, and in this way many false matches can be eliminated. A

short simulation was performed to investigate this.
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One peptide map of with molecular weight of approximately 20kDa was used in a

search against E. coli. Potential matches were screened based on whether or not they fell

inside a runge of 20kDa * x; x denotes the values on the x-axis of fig (4.15).
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Figure 4.15: FMPPM vs PMW uncertainty range

This approximates a logarithmic curve. High confidence in the intact protein molecular

weight (tskDa) results in almost a lO-fold reduction in false matches over an unrestricted

search.
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Chapter 5

Conclusions and Future Work

5.1 Summary of Objectives

Generation of random peptides to be used as source data for pDB searches

This facet of the project was accomplished by using a pseudo random number

generator to select random peptides from a pool of approximately 450,000 proteins

covering most existing proteomes.

Exploration of parameter space

Parameter space was explored in increments through the following parameter

ranges:

MA: 0-100, 400 (in a study of E. coli)

nRMP: 0-6 and 10

Random Peptide Map Size: 5 sizes: 5,10,30,50,80 through Z.4

nRMP

Missed Cleavages: 0-4

Minimum Peptide Size: 5,8,10,12

Molecular Weight Ranges: 20+(1 0- 1000)Da
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Development of a cluster computer system

A workstation cluster was developed and implemented

computer. A central control program directed the workstation

interface.
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in-house on non-dedicated

cluster through a TCP/IP

Development of a generalized search engine that is adaptable for future applications.

A search algorithm was developed that is easily adaptable to future applications.

5.2 Discussion

It is important to understand the interrelationship of search parameters in a protein

database search. By analyzing each parameter separately while holding all others

constant, information has been gathered that is useful in designing improved algorithms

for handling searches, and is useful in programming other tools for the bioinformaticians.

Mass accuracy is one such parameter that is often considered as an option for

increasing confidence in a match. The plots that result are always sigmoid in shape, with

the largest increase in false matches occurring in the 50ppm range. In the range of 0-10

ppm, there is much less difference in false matches, due to the fact that the curve is much

more horizontal. For 2nRMP, 8MINAA, OMC parameters, the false matches dip below 1

FMPPM at approximately 7ppm. At 50ppm, false matches increase to 30 FMPPM. This

is an unacceptable value for a confident identification of an experimental peptide map. A

good confidence level would be <10 FMPPM. Increasing the nRMP parameter to 3 in

this case would yield -3 false matches.
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An interesting phenomenon is a plateau from 100ppm to approximately 500ppm, which

is due to the fact that the mass distribution of peptides is non-uniform, with 1 Da gaps

between groups of peptides.

The most important parameter in terms of the variance in FMPPM is the number

of required matching peptides. There exists a significant difference in varying the

parameter between 1 and 2, while keeping all others constant. There is a lO-fold drop in

FMPPM for each extra nRMP beyond one. In simulations an effective elimination of

false matches for 2 nRMP was at a MA value of 5 ppm, while with 6nRMp, the MA

value becomes 80ppm.

A study was performed on the influence on the peptide map size. Five maps were

generated between 5 and 80 peptides. More peptides leads to an increase in FMPPM,

however, there is a slight decrease if the value of nRMP was increased by one at 50 and

80. In fact, there is no real benefit from running larger peptide maps over smaller ones.

The overall point here is that running large peptide maps with standard mass confidence

will yield little confidence in a result due to a large amount of coincidence matching.

While the chance of including the correct match in the list is more likely with larger

maps, false matches will obscure that same match. 10 or fewer peptides with high mass

accuracy (such as derived using a technique such as MS/I4S) are sufficient to locate the

correct match and keep false matches at a minimum.

When FMPPM were plotted against missed cleavages, the results were

approximately linear. The overall effect of increasing missed cleavages is not drastic,

with a doubling or less per unitary increase in missed cleavages.

Some highlight conditions for producing <1 false matches include 3 or more

nRMP at 30ppm or<10 ppm accuracy at 2 nRMP). However, manycombinations are

possible using the available data.
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One would expect that when performing searches using larger experimental

peptides, the number of false matches would be reduced. In fact, examining figure (4.8),

one notices an exponential decrease in peptides for larger mass ranges. Thus, by

increasing the peptide size leads to a corresponding exponential decrease in matches.

Finally, investigations were made of the effects of a confidence value for the

intact protein molecular weight. False matches are not eliminated even with a very

confident value of ÂM, however, with a +5 kDa accuracy, false matches are reduced by

approximately a factor of 10. It may not always be possible to isolate the weight of the

parent protein to this degree in experimental work, when chemical modifications such as

glycosylation hamper accurate parent weight determination.

This project is an extension of recent work published by bioinformaticiansla in the

last few years. While it was necessary to program a search engine from the ground up, it

provided an opportunity to fully understand the underlying principles, and to approach

the problem from a completely different programming stance.

The investigations here should prove useful on protein database search

algorithms. Using the program framework currently in place, and the ability to perform

quick simulations using almost any combinations of search parameters, the work done

here can be extended in any direction to investigate specific traits or characteristics of

PDS parameter space.
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Appendix A

Database File Formats

GENBANK File Format

LOCUS SCU49B45 5028 bp DNA PLN 21-JUN-1999
DEFINfiON Saccharomyces cerevisíae TCPl-beta gene, partial cds, and Axl2p

(AXL2) and RevTp (REV7) genes, complete cds.
ACCESSION U49845
VERSION U49845.1 GI:1293613
KEIT/\/ORDS
SOURCE baker's yeast.

ORGANISM Saccharomyces cerevisiae
Eu ka ryota ; Fu n g i; Ascomycota ; Hem iascomycetes; Saccha romycetales;
Saccharomycetaceae; Saccharomyces.

REFERENCE 1 (bases 1 to 5028)
AUTHORS Torpey,L.E., Gibbs,P.E., Nelson,J. and Lawrence,C.W.
TITLE Cloning and sequence of REV7, a gene whose function is required for

DNA damage-induced mutagenesis in Saccharomyces cerevisiae
JOURNAL Yeast 10 (11), 1503-1509 (1994)
MEDUNE 95L76709

REFERENCE 2 (bases 1 to 5028)
AUTHORS RoemerJ., Madden,K., Chang,J. and Snyder,M.
TITLE Selection of axial growth sites in yeast requires Axl2p, a novel

plasma membrane glycoprotein
JOURNAL Genes Dev. 10 (7),777-793 (1996)
MEDUNE 96L94260

REFERENCE 3 (bases 1 to 5028)
AUTHORS RoemerJ.
TITLE DirectSubmission
JOURNAL Submitted (22-FEB-L996) Terry Roemer, Biologç Yale University, New

Haven, CT, USA
FEATURES Location/Qualifiers

source 1..5028
/organism= "Saccharomyces cerevisiae"
/¿n xref="taxon:+gg2'
/chromosome="D("
/maP="9"

cDs <1..206
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/codon-start=3
/product='TCP1-beta"
/protein id=(A4498665.ltr
/d b_xref = "GI z L2936L4"
/tTA NSIAtION =''SSIYNGISTSGLDLN N GTIADM RQLGIVESYKLKRAWSSASEA
AEVLLRVD NIIRARPRTAN RQH M "

sene 687..3158
/gene="AXL2"

cDS 687,.3158
/gene="AXL2"
/note="plasma membrane glycoprotein"
/codon staft=l
function="required for axial budding pattern of S.
cerevisiae"
/product="Axl2p"
/protein id=r'A/4498666.1'r

/db_xref="GI: 1293615"
/tTA NSIAtion =''MTQLQISLLLTATISLLH LWATPYEAYPIGKQYPPVARVN ESF
TFQISN DTYKSSVDKIAQITYNCFD LPSWLSFDSSSRTFSGEPSSD LLSDANTTLYFN
VILEGTDSADSTSLN NTYQFWTN RPSISLSS D FN LI.ALLKNYGYTNGKNALKLDPN E
VFNVTFD RSM FTN EESIVSYYGRSQLYNAPLPNWLFFDSGELKFTGTAPVINSAIAPE
TSYSFVIIATDIEGFSAVEVEFELVIGAHQLTTSIQN SUINWDTGNVSYD LPLNW
YLD DD PISSDKLGSIN LLDAPDWVALDNATSGSVPD E LLG KN SN PAN FSVSIYDTYG
DVTYFN FEWSTTDLFAISSLPNINATRGEWFSYYFLPSQFTDWNTNVSLEFTN SSQ
DH DWKFQSSN LTI.AGEVPKN FDKLSLGLKANQGSQSQELYFNIIGMDSKITHSN HSA
NATSTRSSH HSTSTSSYTSSTYTAKISSTSAAATSSAPAALPAAN KTSSH N KKAVAIA
CGVÆPLGVILVAIICFLIFWRRRREN PDDEN LPHÆSGPDLN N PAN KPN QENATPLN
N PFD DDASSYD DTSIARRI-AALNTLKTDN HSATESDISSVDEKRDSLSGM NTYN DQFQ
SQSKEELLAKPPVQPPESPFFDPQN RSSSVYM DSEPAVN KSWRYTG N LSPVSDTVRDS
YGSQKTVDTEKLFDLEAPEKEKRTSRDWM SSLDPWNSNISPSPVRKSVTPSPYNWK
H RN RH LQNIQ DSQSGKNG TPTTIVI STSSSD DFVPVKDG EN FCWVH SM EPDRRPSKKRL
VDFSN KSNVNVGQVKDIHGRTPEML'

gene complement(330O..4037)
/gene="REV7"

CDS complement(330O..4037)
/gene="REV7"
/codon-start=1
/product="Rev7p"
/orotein id=rrAAA9B667.ltr
/d b_xref = "GI : L2936L6"
/tTA NS IAtiOn ='' M N RVI/Iy'EI(MLRVYLKCITN LILFYRNVYPPQS FD,YTTYQSFN LPQ
FVPI N RH PALTD\TEEULDVLSKLTHVYRFSICIIN KKN DLCÍ EKWLDFSELQHVD
KDDQIITETEVFD EFRSSLNSUM H LEKLPI(/N D DTITFEAVINAIELELGH KLD RN R
RVDSLEEKAEIERDSNWKCQEDENLPDNNGFQPPKIKLTSLVGSDVGPLIIHQFSEK
LISGDDKTLNGVYSQYEEG ESIFGSLF'

BASE COUNT 1510 a L074 c 835 g 1609 t
ORTGIN

1 gatcctccat atacaacggt atctccacct caggtttaga tctcaacaac ggaaccattg
6 1 ccgacatga g aca gttag gt atcgtcga ga gttacaa gct aaaacgagca gtagtca gct

121 ctgcatctga agccgctgaa gttctactaa gggtggataa catcatccgt gcåagaccaa
1 B 1 gaaccgccaa tagacaacat atgtaacata tttaggatat acctcgaaaa taataaaccg
24 1 ccacactgtc attattataa tta gaaacag aacgctaaaa ttakcacta tataattcaa
30 1 a gacgcgaaa aaaaaa gaac aacgcgtcat agaacttttg gcaattcgcg tcacaaataa
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361 attttggcaa cttatgtttc ctcttcgagc agtactcgag ccctgtctca agaatgtaat
42L aatacrratc gta g gtatg g ttaa a gata g catctccaca acctcaaa g c tccttgccga

S\USS-PROT File Format

ID ADPI_YEAST STANDARD; PRT; 1049 AA.
AC P2537I¡
DT 01-MAY-1992 (Rel. 22, Creatd)
DT 01-MAY-1992 (Rel. 22, Lastsequence update)
DT 16-OCT-2001 (Rel. 40, Last annotation update)
DE Probable ATP-dependent permease precursor.
GN ADP1 OR YCRO11C OR YCRllC OR YCRlO5.
OS Saccharomyces cerevisiae (Baker's yeast).
OC Eukaryota; Funqi; Ascomycota; Saccharomycotina; Saccharomycetes;
OC Saccharomycetales; Saccha romycetaceae; Saccharomyces.
OX NCBI_TaxID=4932ì
RN tll
RP SEQUENCE FROM N.A.
RX MEDLINE=92160395; PubMed=1789009; INCBL ExPASy. EqL I$aqL Japanl
RA Purnelle 8., Skala J., Goffeau A.;
RT 'The product of the YCR105 gene located on the chromosome III from
RT Saccharomyces cerevisiae presents homologies to ATP-dependent
RT permeases.";
RL Yeast 7:867-872(L99L).
RN lzl
RP SEQUENCE FROM N.A.
RX MEDLINE=92327849¡ PubMed=1626432; INCBI, ExPASv, EqL Iqaql Japanl
RA Skala J., Purnelle 8., Goffeau A.;
RT 'The complete sequence of a 10.8 kb segment distal of SUF2 on the
RT right arm of chromosome III from Saccharomyces cerevisiae reveals
RT seven open reading frames including the RVS161, ADP1 and PGK genes.";
RL Yeast 8:409-417(1992).
CC -!- SUBCELLUT-AR LOCATION: Integral membrane protein (Potential).
CC -!. SIMILARITY: BELONGS TO THE ABCTRANSPORTER FAMILY. MDR SUBFAMILY.
cc
CC This S\MSS-PROT entry is copyright. It is produced through a collaboration
CC between the Swiss Institute of BÍoinformatics and the EMBL outstation -
CC the European Bioinformatics Institute. There are no restrictions on its
CC use by non-profìt institutions as long as its content is in no way
CC modified and this statement is not removed. Usage by and for commercial
CC entities requires a license agreement (See http://www.isb-sib.ch/announce/
CC or send an email to license@isb-sib.ch).
cc
DR EMBL; X59720; C4442328.1; -. I-EMBL / GenBank / DDBJI lCoDinqsequencel
DR PIR; S19421;5L942L.
DR PIR; 5,10914; 540914.
DR SGD; 50000604; ADP1.
DR YPD; ADPI.
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DR InterPro; IPR003593; AAA.
DR InterPro; IPR003439; ABC transpoftr.
DR InterPro; IPR0016B7; ATP GTP A.
DR InterPro; Graphical view of domain structure.
DR ffam; PF00005; ABC tran; 1.
DR ProDom; PD000006; ABC transportr; 1.
DR ProDom lDomain structure / List of seq. sharinq at least 1 domain I
DR SMART; SM003B2; AAA; 1.

DR SMART; SM00001; EGF like: 1.
DR PROSITE; PSOO211; ABC TRANSPORTER; 1.
DR BLOCKS; P25371.
DR ProtoMap: P25371.
DR PRESAGE; P25371.
DR DIP;P2537L.
DR ModBase; P25371.
DR GeneCensus; YCR011C.
DR SMSS-2DPAGE; GET REGION ON 2D PAGE.

l(\ / ATP-bindinq; Transmembrane; Glvmprotein; Transport; Sional.
FT SIGNAL L 25 POTENTIAL.
FT CHAIN 26 LO49 PROBABLEATP-DEPENDENTPERMEASE.
FT NP_BIND 423 43O ATp (By STMTLARTTY).

FT TRANSMEM 325 345 POTENTIAL.
FT TRANSMEM 464 4BL POTENTIAL.
FT TRANSMEM 794 8L4 POTENTIAL.
FT TRANSMEM 829 849 POTENTIAL.
FT TRANSMEM 878 B9B POTENTIAL.
FÏ TRANSMEM 910 930 POTENTIAL.
FT TRANSMEM 938 958 POTENTIAL.
FT TRANSMEM 1OO1 1021 POTENTIAL.
FT TRANSMEM 1025 1045 POTENTIAL.
FT CARBOHYD s0 s0 N-LTNKED (GLCNAC...) (POTENTTAL).
FT CARBOHYD 114 114 N-LTNKED (GLCNAC...) (POTENTTAL).
Fï CARBOHYD 16s 16s N-LTNKED (GLCNAC...) (POTENTIAL).
FT CARBOHYD 22t 22L N-LTNKED (GLCNAC...) (POTENTTAL).
FT CARBOHYD Bls 81s N-UNKED (GLCNAC...) (POTENTTAL).
FT CARBOHYD 93s 93s N-UNKED (GLCNAC...) (POTENTTAL).
FT CARBOHYD 960 960 N-UNKED (GLCNAC...) (POTENTTAL).
FT CARBOHYD 97L 97L N-LTNKED (GLCNAC...) (POTENTTAL).
SQ SEQUENCE 1049 AA; LL723L MW; ABC9CE54BCFDF6A3 CRC64;

MGSH RRYLYY SILSFLLLSC SWI.AKQDET PFFEGTSSKN SRLTAQDKG N DTCPPCFN CM
LPI FECKQFS ECNSYTG RCE CI EG FAGDDC SLPLCGGLS P D ESGN KDRPI RAQN DTCHCD
NGWGGIN CDV CQ EDFVCDAF M PDPSIKGTC YKNGMIVD IO/ FSGCNVTN EI( ILQI LNGKTP

QITFACD KPN QECN FQFWID QLESFYCGLS DCAFEYDLEQ NTSHYKCN DV QCKCVPDWL
CGAKGSI DIS DFLTETIKGP GDFSCD LETR QCKFSEPSM N DU LTVFG DP YTTLKCESGE
CVHYSEIPGY KS PSKD PTVS WQGKLVI.ATT AVMVLALFTF ATFNS KS PL FRNGLGSSI(S
PIRLPDEDAV N N FLQN EDDT I.ATLS FENIT YSVPSINSDG VEETVLN EIS GIVKPGQI Iá
IMGGSGAGKT TLLDII.AM KR KTGHVSGSIK VN GISM D RKS FSKIIGFVDQ DD FLLPTLTV
FETVLNSALL RLPIGLS FEA KIGRVYI(/LE ELRII DI KDR IIG N EFDRGI SGGEKRRVSI
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PIR File Format

ENTRY DEBYA2 #type complete ¡PrcClass View of DEBYA2
TITLE alcohol dehydrogenase (EC 1.1.1.1) 2 - yeast

(Saccha romyces cerevisiae)
ALTE RNATE_NAM ES protein YM9952. 05c; protei n YM R303c
ORGANISM #formal_nameSaccharomvcescerevisiae

#cross-references taxon : 4932
DATE 25-Feb-1985 #sequence_revision 25-Feb-1985 #text_change

21-Jul-2000
ACCESSIONS 400340; 538796; 553973
REFERENCE AOO34O

#authors Russell, D.W.; Smith, M.; Williamson, V.M.; Young, E.T.
#journal J. Biol. Chem. (1983) 258:2674-2682
#title Nucleotide sequence of the yeast alcohol dehydrogenase II

gene.
#cross-references M UID : 83 109 1 19
#accession 400340

##molecule_type DNA
##residues 1-348 ##label RUS
##cross-references EMBL:VO 1293; NID : q3344; PIDN :C4424602. 1;

PID:q600021
REFERENCE 538795

#authors Young, T.; Williamson, V.; Taguchi, A.; Smith, M.;
Sledziewski, A.; Russell, D.; Osterman, J.; Denis, C.;
Cox, D.; Beier, D.

#journal Basic Life Sci. (1982) 19:335-361
#title The alcohol dehydrogenase genes of the yeast,

Saccharomyces cerevisiae: isolation, structure, and
regulation.

#cross-references MUID : 821600 17
#accession 538796

##molecule_Çpe DNA
# #resid ues t-15,' H',L7 -30,' A',32-348 # # Ia bel YOU
# #cross-references EM BL: M38457; NID :q U1028; PIDN :AAA3¿141 1. 1 ;

PID:9171029
REFERENCE 553969

#authors Connor, R.; Churcher, C.M.
#submission submitted to the EMBL Data Library April 1995
#accession 553973

##molecule_type DNA
##residues t-348 # #label CON
# #cross-references EMBL:2492I2; NI D : q798940; PI DN : CAAB9 1 36. 1 ;

PID:q798945; GSPDB:GN00013; MIPS:YMR303c
GENETICS

#gene SGD:ADH2; ADR2; MIPS:YMR3O3c
# #cross-references SGD : 500049 18; MIPS :YM R303c

#map4osition 13R
COMPLÐ( homotetramer
FUNCTION
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#description catalyzes the oxidation of primary and secondary alcohols
to aldehydes and ketones, respectively, by NAD+

#pathway alcoholdegradation
CLASSIFICAÏON SFOOOO91

#superfamily alcohol dehydroqenase; lonq-chain alcohol dehydrogenase
homologv

KElt /ORDS alcohol metabolism; homotetramer; metalloprotein; NAD;
oxidoreductase; zinc

FEATURE
29-336 #domain long-chain alcohol dehydrooenase homoloqy

#labelUDH\
L73-2OZ #reoion beta-alpha-beta NAD nucleotide-binding

fold\
44,67,L54 #binding site zinc. catalytic (CYs. His, CVs)

#status predicted\
98,101,104,112 #bindinq site zinc. noncatalytic lQs) #status

predicted
SUMMARY #length 348 #molecular_weight 36732

SEQUENCE
51015202530

1 M SI PETQKAII FYESNGKLEH KDIPVPKPK
31 P N E LLI N VKYSGVCHTD LHAWH G DWP LPTK
61 LP LVGG H EGAGVVVG M G ENVKGWKIG DYAG
91 I KWLN GSCMACEYCE LG N ES N CP HAD LSGY
121TH D G S FQ EYATA DAVQAA H I PQ GTD LA EVA
151 PI LCAG ITVY KA LKSAN L RAG H WAAI S GAA
181 GG LGS LAVQYAKAM GYRVLGI DGG PG KEE L
211 FTS LG G EV FI D FTKE KDIVSAVVKATN G GA
24LHG I I N VSVS EAAI EASTRYC RA N GTVV LVG
27lLPAGA KCS S DV F N H VV KSI SIVG SYVG N RA
301 DTREALD F FARG LVKS PI KVVG LSS LP EIY
331 E KM E KG Q IAG RYVV DTS K
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Appendix B
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Amino Acid 3-letter code 1-letter code Monoisotopic
Mass(Da)

Average
Mass(Da)

Glvcine GIv G 57.0215 57.052
Alanine Ala A 7t.0371 7t.079
Serine Ser S 87.0320 87.078
Proline Pro P 97.0528 97.7t7
Valine Val V 99.0684 99.133
Threonine Thr T 10L.0477 101.105
Cysteine Cys C 103.0092 L30.L44
Isoleucine Ile I 113.0841 113.160
Leucine Iæu L 113.0841 113.160
Asoarasine Asn N tt4.0429 t14.1,04
Aspartic Acid Asp D 115.0270 115.089
Glutamine Gln a 128.0586 L28.r3l
Lvsine Lvs K r28.0950 t28.174
Glutamic Acid Glu E 129.0426 729.t16
Methionine Met M 131.0405 131.198
Histidine His H 137.0589 Í37.142
Phenvlalanine Phe F 747.0684 147.177
Arsinine Ars R 156.1011 156.188
Tvrosine Tvr Y 163.0633 163.L7
Irvotoohan Tm Yü L86.0793 786.2t3
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App"ndix C

Pepstat and Control GLJI's

Pepstat

Figure C.1: Pepstat GUI

Sections

Top Left: Target Database
Bottom Right: Source Database
Middle RighÍ Random Peptide Map Constructor
Top Right; Parameters
Middle Right: Res erv ed fo r examining s equenc e info rmat ion
Bottom: Dialog Window
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Control

Figure C.2: Control GUI

Sections

Top Left: Client List
Top Middle: Database File Selection and File Transfer Option
Top Right: Parameter List (with íteration parameters)
Middle: Control Buttons
Bottom: Dialog Window
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